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The Arts Wellbeing Collective is an initiative of Arts Centre 
Melbourne, Australia’s largest and busiest performing arts centre. 
Each year Arts Centre Melbourne stages more than 4,000 
performances and public events and welcomes over three million 
people through its doors. 

Arts Centre Melbourne’s purpose is to enrich the lives of Victorians 
– culturally, educationally, socially and economically and to 
provide leadership in the promotion and development of the 
performing arts (Victorian Arts Centre Act 1979).

The Arts Wellbeing Collective is an example of Arts Centre 
Melbourne’s commitment to providing leadership in the 
promotion and development of the performing arts. The Arts 
Wellbeing Collective reflects Arts Centre Melbourne’s core values - 
Leadership, Community, Care More, and Creativity.
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SUPPORT FOR DEVELOPING MENTALLY HEALTHY CREATIVE WORKPLACES

THE PROGRAM 2018 - 2021THE ARTS WELLBEING COLLECTIVE
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The Arts Wellbeing Collective will 
design and deliver face to face 
workshops, focussed on building 
knowledge and practical skills to 
address common mental health 
and wellbeing challenges in the 
performing arts. 

All workshops are co-designed 
with learning and organisational 
development specialists, relevant 
experts and industry practitioners.

The Arts Wellbeing Collective will 
build practical, tailored resources 
including tool kits, posters, videos, 
information sheets, eLearning 
modules, and more. 

All resources can be accessed 
via the Arts Wellbeing Collective 
website, and are open access, free 
of charge and readily available for 
all performing arts workers.

The Arts Wellbeing Collective will 
deliver a series of initiatives aimed 
at building sector capacity. 

Initiatives include the roll out 
of tailored, accredited Mental 
Health First Aid, the development 
of a peer support network, 
and exploring opportunities for 
increasing access to professional 
support. 

WORKSHOPSRESOURCES SECTOR INITIATIVES

The Arts Wellbeing Collective is working in partnership with WorkSafe Victoria, organisational psychologists 
and industry leaders to support the development of mentally healthy creative workplaces, acknowledging the 
sometimes unusual needs and composition of creative workplaces.

The Arts Wellbeing Collective program is informed by learning and organisational development principles, 
positive psychology, and research into workplace wellbeing, all specifically tailored to the unique landscape 
of the performing arts sector. The program seeks to promote positive mental health and wellbeing for 
performing arts workers, arts organisations of all shapes and sizes, and the industry as a whole. 

The program will roll out across three years, 2018 - 2021. Arts Wellbeing Collective workshops and resources 
are open access and free of charge. Membership to the Arts Wellbeing Collective is free and open to all 
performing arts workers and organisations.

The Arts Wellbeing Collective is an Arts Centre Melbourne initiative that comprises a consortium of arts and 
cultural organisations whose shared vision is to effect better mental health and wellbeing for performing 
arts workers. Our objectives are to:

Improve support 
services for arts 
workers

Collate and share 
information

Effect industry 
cultural change

Improve support networks 
within and between arts 
organisations

2018
Arts Centre Melbourne works with innovation 
partner, PwC, to explore opportunities for 
strategic growth and expansion.

Arts Centre Melbourne receives funding from 
WorkSafe Victoria’s WorkWell Mental Health 
Improvement Fund, enabling the expansion of the 
Arts Wellbeing Collective over three years. 

2016
Entertainment Assist and Victoria University’s report, Working in the Australian 
Entertainment Industry: Final Report (van den Eynde, Fisher & Sonn, 2016) uncovers 
startling statistics. Of the entertainment industry workers surveyed:

15.2% experienced symptoms of 
moderate to severe depression.

44% experienced symptoms 
of moderate to severe anxiety.

Arts Centre Melbourne engages an industry working group and experts including 
psychologist (and renowned performing artist), Greta Bradman, and psychologist, 
Dr Michael Carr-Gregg, to develop a program addressing the unique mental 
health and wellbeing challenges faced by performing arts workers. 

Arts Centre Melbourne confirms funding to trial a sector-wide response. The Arts 
Wellbeing Collective is conceived, and 138 arts and cultural organisations across 
Victoria join as member organisations. 

The Arts Wellbeing Collective Pilot Program delivers 40 workshops, 
seminars and professional development activities, including a 
regional roadshow to hubs throughout Victoria, and creates a 
custom-built website with more than 20 resources.

2017

The Arts Wellbeing Collective Pilot Program is a finalist in the 
Australian HR Awards (Best Health and Wellbeing Program) and 
the VicHealth Awards (Improving Mental Wellbeing).

The Arts Wellbeing Collective Pilot Program undergoes an 
independent, external evaluation. The Executive Summary states: 

Feedback was overwhelmingly positive with a desire for the program to 
continue and expand. The program was seen as timely, useful, resource rich 
and generally well presented. There was relief that the program had started and 
gratitude to Arts Centre Melbourne for making it happen.

“

Knowledge creation and dissemination

• Work with experts and industry leaders to find, 
share, create and translate the best available 
information, tailored for creative contexts.

• Maintain open access to as much programmatic 
knowledge as possible, with minimal barriers to 
engagement.

Prevention focused 

• Promote positive mental health and wellbeing 
at all levels, including building practical skills for 
individuals and leaders, as well as organisational 
and sector-wide initiatives.

• Raise awareness of mental health, mental health 
problems and the value of early intervention.

Working in partnership 

• Ensure a variety of partnerships state-wide and 
across the industry - collaboration is core to the 
Arts Wellbeing Collective and vital to success.

• Work in partnership with relevant experts to 
gather the best possible evidence-base for 
information sharing and creating practical tools.

Creating systems level change 

• Seek to understand and address systems, cultures 
and traditions that contribute to poor mental 
health and wellbeing in the performing arts.

• Aim to drive sector-wide changes in culture and 
practices.

Long-term thinking 

• Prioritise resources and initiatives that have 
capacity for long-lasting impact, scalability and 
transferability.

• Stay abreast of national and international trends.
• Focus intently on core vision, objectives, principles 

and values.

Encouraging innovation 

• We are always learning - we do not have all the 
answers. Test, trial, evaluate, and share useful 
findings with energy and authenticity.

• Be rigorously planned, strategically responsive 
and thoughtfully adaptable.

The new strategy launches on 10 October 2018, 
World Mental Health Day.

Arts Centre Melbourne utilises the findings from 
the evaluation and the PwC report to develop a 
three-year strategy, which aims to create long-
term positive culture change across the sector.

For more information or to become a member, visit artswellbeingcollective.com.au


